Use RoMEO to find publishers policies on self-archiving research publications on-line. Now upgraded to include publishers’ compliance with mandates from Research Funders - linked to the JULIET service.

Features -
Quick summary of different Funders’ mandates
Compare details of mandates between different Funding Agencies
Clearly see what, where and when material is to be archived

RoMEO
www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo

JULIET
www.sherpa.ac.uk/juliet

Features -
Search by Journal title, with information backed by the holdings of the British Library
Archiving rights for different versions of an article clearly labelled
Publishers compliance with different funders’ mandates clearly identified
Development of an API to allow m2m use

Use JULIET to examine Research Funders’ mandates on Open Access to the results of the research. Find out what to archive, where to archive and when to archive to comply with these requirements.

Funder: Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC)
County: United Kingdom
Whether to Archive: Deposit required
What to Archive: A copy of any resulting published journal article
When to Archive: At the earliest possible opportunity
Where to Archive: An appropriate eprint repository, wherever such is available
Conditions: For grant applications from 1st October 2006
* Encouraged but not obliged to deposit for projects started before 1st October 2006
* Existing publishers’ embargoes to be respected by authors
Policy Links: General guidance
Suggested position statement
JULIET: Supports Open Access to Research with two ticks
Update: Suggest an update for this record

The OA Tick
- Whether to Archive: Deposit required
- What to Archive: Author's final version or published PDF/Version required
- When to Archive: When accepted for publication

Funded by JISC, CURL, Wellcome Trust